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15 83.    He died in the year 1589 at the age of eighty-three.
He occupied a position of eminence in Protestant Europe.
He was the friend of Charles V. of Germany and of Eliza-
beth of England.    His fame reached to Hungary, Tran-
sylvania, and Poland.    In • 1578 his  school contained
several thousand students.    It will be worth while to
describe his system of instruction in some detail.    He
wished his pupils to come to school a^ the age of six or
seven ; the school course should occupy nufe years.    At
sixteen the pupil should remove to the academy, where
lectures should be substituted for regular lessons.    His
education was to be considered as complete at the age of
twenty-one.    Of the nine years spent at the gymnasium,
seven were to be devoted to the mastery of pure idiomatic
Latin, the,next l#o to the acquisition of an elegant style,
and in the five collegiate years the pupil was to be
fashioned into a consummate speaker.    Thus the ground-
work of the whole system is language.    It is humanism
in its purest form.    To the ninth class was at a latei
period prefixed a tenth.    We possess the detailed instruc-
tions which Sturm gave to the teachers of eactr of his
classes, so that we can speak Vith certainty as to his
method.   In the tenth class was to be learnt the alphabet,
spelling, reading and writing, all the paradigms of the
nouns and verbs in Latin, and the German catechism.
The master of the ninth class was to add to this previous
knowledge the anomalous  and irregular forms.     The
scholars were • also to learn a number of Latin words
arranged in regular series, so that they might be supplied
with a rich vocabulary.    The work of the eighth class in
its earlier months was to go over what they had previously
learnt and to extend the vocabulary, the pupils being en-
couraged to make lists of words for themselves.    At the
end of the year they began to read select letters of Cicero

